
19th April 2022
Dear Parents and Carers,

Welcome back everybody! I hope that you had a wonderful Easter and are as excited as I am for an action-packed
term ahead.

This term our overall theme is ‘Why were the Romans so powerful and what did we learn from them?’.
Alongside this, we will focus on the question ‘Why do so many people choose to go to the Mediterranean for

their holidays?’.

Class novels: The Firework Maker’s Daughter (Philip Pullman)

English:
For English this term, we will be using a wide range of media such as artefacts, film clips, non-fiction texts and
short narratives to inspire us to produce a non-fiction piece focused around the Romans and a narrative based
upon Queen Boudicca.

Maths:
Over the summer term, we will cover many different topics in maths. We will begin by looking at ‘decimals’ and
‘mass and capacity’. We will continue to learn about ‘decimals’ in the context of money and then finish the year by
improving our knowledge of ‘statistics’ and ‘shape, position and direction’.

Science:
In science, we are going to move onto the topic of ‘animals including humans’, with a particular focus on how the
digestive system works; what teeth humans have and what they are used for; and food chains in different
contexts.

PE: This term, the class will have two lessons a week with Mrs Cain. We will be covering the topics of dance and
athletics. In dance, we will create sequences of movements that are timed to a beat. We will experiment with
dance features such as canon and symmetry and evaluate how they look to an audience. In athletics, we will
focus on the core skills of agility, balance and strength. Through sporting activities such as the ‘speed-bounce’, we
will improve our lower body strength, balance when landing and cardiovascular endurance.

RE: Our two RE questions this term are ‘What do Christians mean by the Holy Spirit?’ and ‘Why is the prophet
Muhammed an example to Muslims?’. In Christianity, we will learn about the Holy Spirit as a helper, teacher, and
comforter. We will seek to understand how he becomes part of a Christian’s life and helps us understand the
importance of Jesus. In Islam, we will look at the life of the prophet Muhammad and how he ifluences the daily
practices of Muslims, including the daily prayer rituals and the way in which Muslims must conduct themselves
towards others.

Geography: We have a lot to learn in geography this term and will be answering the question ‘Why do so many
people choose to go to the Mediterranean for their holidays?’. To answer this, we will be doing a comparative
study of Morecambe Bay and the Amalfi coast by looking at their climates, population, physical and human
features and their land use. To add to our learning in history, we will also aim to compare London and Rome,
again focusing on their physical and human geographical features and land use. I am sure that by the end of the
term,  we will have found that the Amalfi Coast has nothing on Morecambe Bay!

History: What an exciting history topic we have this term! We are going to be answering the question ‘Why were
the Romans so powerful and what did we learn from them?’. When answering this question, we are going to learn
about how the Romans influenced our lives through language, education and their part in slavery. Moreover, we
will learn about famous Romans, their armies and a brief timeline of the events that took place during the Roman
invasion of Britain.

French: In our unit ‘As-tu un animal?’, we will be learning the names of animals in French, expressing
preferences and talking about our pets. We will then move onto learning the compass points in French, the



names of some geographical features, imperative verbs and bring this all together in the story of The Bear Hunt
(La Chasse a l’ours).

Art: In art, we will be focusing on the artist ‘Carl Giles’. We will learn about his life and how his work has
influenced the world of art. Furthermore, we will develop our knowledge and skills in using ‘tints and shades’
effectively; understand the importance of hand movements and vantage points when sketching; and learn what
elements of a character to focus on when drawing/creating a puppet of them.

Design Technology: We are focusing on ‘moving mechanisms’. Over the term, we will begin by evaluating
existing ‘moving toys’, focusing on what mechanisms they use and understanding how they work. We will then
produce a design of our own for a moving toy that will contain a pneumatic mechanism. After creating our toy, we
will evaluate it against our original design criteria and compare it to other ones.

Computing: In computing, we are going to delve into the inner workings of a computer. We will learn about the
hardware contained inside a computer and what the purpose of each piece of hardware is. We will also learn
about databases, understanding their uses and creating a simple one of our own.

Music: In music, we are going to focus on the musical skill of composition. Using the theme of ‘mountains’, the
children will learn to tell stories through music. We will begin by listening to music and considering the narrative it
could represent by paying close attention to the dynamics, pitch and tempo and how they change throughout the
piece. We will then go on to create our own original compositions to match an animation, building up layers of
texture

PE
PE will take place on Monday and Friday afternoons and both lessons will be taught by Mrs Cain. Please ensure
that your child has their PE kit in school at all times.

Outdoor learning
We will be taking our learning outdoors often so it would be useful for your child to have a pair of wellies that can
be kept in school at all times.

Snacks
Children can buy toast at breaktime for 20p a slice. They can also bring in a piece of fruit from home.

Homework
Homework will continue to focus on our key skills in maths and English. We would be very grateful if you would
support your child at home with the following:

Daily reading - All children should read a quality text of an appropriate level that they bring into school each day
and take home each night, completing their reading record daily. Our suggested independent reads for this term
are: The Ice Palace - Robert Swindells, Beyond the Deepwoods - Paul Riddell, The Green Ship - Quentin Blake,
The Sea Piper - Helen Cresswell and Moondial - Helen Cresswell.

We ask that everyone reads for a minimum of twenty minutes each day. Reading records will be checked daily
and if not completed, children will be supported with their daily reading at the lunchtime reading club.

Weekly spellings - These will be set on Monday and tested each Friday. Spellings for the whole term are
available on the class page of the website.  Please support your child in learning their five weekly spellings.

Times tables - These should be practised regularly at home; knowing these is crucial and the expectation of the
national curriculum is that all children should know their times tables up to 12 x 12 by the end of Year 4. This
means being able to recite times tables. and knowing related division facts 5 times 6 is 30, 30 divided by 5 is 6.

Maths and SPaG (spelling, punctuation and grammar) - The children will continue to be set a page of short
questions from each book to complete for homework. This will be set on a Tuesday and due in by Friday. As we
are coming towards the end of the SPaG book pages, some weeks the children will be sent an alternative
homework page of a similar nature to the usual homework books.

If you would like to speak to me about anything at all, please do not hesitate to contact me either by email or in
person at the beginning or end of the school day.

Best wishes,

Mrs Cain


